Before you go browsing through this manual please read
the following, which is also contained in the introduction
of the materials. It is absolutely critical to the success of
Sumpherō in your church. Thanks.

The lesson plan for each of the sessions will vary from students experiencing a standard Bible Study format to unique prayer experiences to actively sharing their faith
away from the church. The lessons will focus more on creating experiential encounters with God and His Word than on static classroom study. These lessons will require committed leadership and vital preparation.
Committed Leadership – Sumpherō leadership will need to be committed to longterm, ongoing discipleship. Not only will dedicated, core students be pushed by a 32
week commitment, but youth leadership will be as well. However, consider this
statement: “Students will live up to, and even exceed, the high expectations of those
they trust and love, and those whose life is an example of the benefits of such expectations.”
Vital Preparation – In any experience-based method of instruction the key is preparation. If students are to encounter God and His Word in new and meaningful ways,
we must be prepared to spend the time necessary to create the environments for
those encounters. Each lesson will require a good deal of preparation time in advance of the meeting. The exciting part of this preparation will be the time spent
working with your youth discipleship team in anticipation of what God will do in the
hearts of students during and/or following each session. Without this preparation
Sumpherō will fail, because each session is dependent on planned experiences.

Sumpherō Introduction
We are pleased that you have considered
using these materials with your students.
Sumpherō Youth Discipleship started with
this thought, “What if students stopped
spending all of their time at church in a
static classroom setting, and began to
engage themselves in meaningful spiritual
disciplines during that time? Would it be
that learning and growing become acts of
desire instead of disdain? Do we really
believe that God’s word is “living” and can capture students’ attention and make them
thirst for more? The compilers of these materials believe students want to know God,
serve Him more fully, and be actively engaged in a deepening relationship with Him.
As you read through these materials don’t ask yourself “will students like this,” instead
ask, “am I willing to stick this out and watch God work.” May God reward your
diligence and your faith in Him, His word, and His students.
The Sumpherō Task Force

The fact of the matter is (a quote from George Barna)…
“It is also quite striking that the aspect of church life that receives the greatest amounts of time, attention
and energy – that of teaching people the content of the Bible – is one of the two areas in which people feel
least well-developed. The recent trend toward the adoption of technology to help in the teaching of
important biblical truths is a welcomed addition to the toolbox of our preachers and religious educators.
The research suggests that most people do not feel as if they are learning enough about God, the Christian
faith, or their role in the world – and most of them don’t seem to care.” George Barna, Sept. 2005

“Now, what’s that word again?”
Sumpherō (Some – fair – o) is the Greek word translated “good,” which literally means,
“to bring together or bear together for the benefit of another.” It is used in Hebrews
12:10 where the Word says, “But He disciplines us for our good that we may share in His
holiness.” God’s discipline, therefore, is designed not to punish us, but to direct us away
from our self-destructive tendencies and bring us in line with His perfect plan and
intentions. God’s encouragement is designed to accomplish this same goal. His love,
mercy, faithfulness, and every other active quality of God are also designed as agents of
this truth: the benefits of God are God Himself. No one is good, but Him, and no way is
right, but His.

“What’s the point?”
It is critical that this generation of students and the generations to come understand this
intrinsic motivation for loving God. We do not study the Bible, have a Quiet Time, pray,
meditate, memorize scripture, fast, minister, or engage in any other spiritual discipline for
any other reason except that He is worthy of our worship, or for any other reward than for
God Himself. We do not apply the disciplines thinking, “what will God owe us?” but
rather, we apply the disciplines because we owe God everything; and the fruit of those
disciplines is our sharing in His holiness.

“What’s the plan?”
Sumpherō has been designed around this compulsion: loving Jesus. Jesus told us in Mark
12:30 that the greatest commandment for an individual life is to “love the Lord your God
with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your mind, and with all your strength.”
Why did Jesus mention these four areas of focus?
Sumpherō has been developed from an understanding that these are four core areas of a
consuming love for God.
HEART – SOUL – MIND – STRENGTH
The following is a brief explanation of the uniqueness of these core areas of loving God:
Heart: Anytime a person says, “I love you with all my heart,” he is saying he loves you with all of his
capacity to do so. Heart refers to capacity; capacity for emotion, capacity for commitment, and capacity for
devotion. It is an inner quality that relates to the deepest aspects of who we are. Loving God with all your
heart reflects a complete allegiance to Him.
Soul: A person is not a body that has a soul, but rather a soul that has a body. The soul is that uniquely
“you” creation of God which will live in eternity. To love God with all your soul means to love Him as
only “you” can. It is recognition of the fact that God has uniquely crafted you and designed you for a
purpose, and your commitment to love Him by pursuing that purpose fully.
Mind: To love God with all your mind is to obediently follow Romans 12:1-2, Psalm 119:11, and many
other such passages. We must develop a Biblical worldview, which enables us to process each occurrence
of life through the filter of truth. If you are to love God with all your mind, then you must value His Word
more than your own opinions, and seek to conform your thoughts to His.
Strength: Time seems to pass quickly the older you get, but teenagers often feel there is plenty of time for
everything. Students need encouragement to make the most of each day. Loving God with all your
strength is an exercise in focus, attention, and effort. It is living with the realization that tomorrow isn’t
promised and God desires and deserves my fullest measure today. Loving God with all your strength is the
outward manifestation of the other three “inner” devotions.

Each core area displays a unique quality in its approach to loving God. Sumpherō desires
to engage students in targeted spiritual disciplines that foster these unique qualities. The
design and hope of this ministry is for students to be actively involved in the disciplines
of Christian living and thus encounter Jesus in new and meaningful ways that create a
deepening love for Him.

The Disciplines and Consuming Love
All eight spiritual disciplines used by Sumpherō will be targeted to strengthen different
areas of a consuming love for God. We recognize the impact of these disciplines cannot
be limited to the areas prescribed by Sumpherō, but they have been assigned as a tool for
illustration and development (see chart below). For instance, when a student is engaged
in meditation, the lesson will unfold from the perspective that the student is participating
in a spiritual discipline that will help him to love God with all his soul and mind. Prayer

is the discipline that under girds every area of loving God, thus, this teaching point will
be emphasized during each session on prayer.
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Schedule
Sumpherō is an ongoing method of youth discipleship. Each of the eight spiritual
disciplines will have four sessions devoted to them, for a total of 32 sessions.
(Note: At the conclusion of each year, students and leaders from participating groups will
be solicited to provide video testimonies of what God did during the year. These video
testimonies will be used at Falls Creek each summer to invite other students to begin the
engaging experience of Sumpherō Youth Discipleship.)

Planning Your Sumpherō Schedule
Enlistment & Kick-Off Party, Early August
This event should be held at your discretion and be used to promote Sumpherō to your
students and to enlist them to participate. It is recommended that you host a party,
prepare an element from the year for the students to experience, and then serve
refreshments and answer questions. Students should then be given the opportunity to
sign-up.
Regular Sessions
Regular Sessions should continue meeting once a week, breaking for holidays and other
special occasions. With 32 sessions, Sumpherō should conclude in late April.

The Sessions
The thirty-two sessions of Sumpherō have been organized on a rotational basis. This
means, each week students will be engaged in a different one of the eight spiritual
disciplines until each of the disciplines has been experienced four times.

The lesson plan for each of the sessions will vary from students experiencing a standard
Bible Study format to unique prayer experiences to actively sharing their faith away from
the church. The lessons will focus more on creating experiential encounters with God
and His Word than on static classroom study. These lessons will require committed
leadership and vital preparation.
• Committed Leadership – Sumpherō leadership will need to be committed to
long-term, ongoing discipleship. Not only will dedicated, core students be pushed
by a 32 week commitment, but youth leadership will be as well. However,
consider this statement: “Students will live up to, and even exceed, the high
expectations of those they trust and love, and those whose life is an example of
the benefits of such expectations.”
• Vital Preparation – In any experience-based method of instruction the key is
preparation. If students are to encounter God and His Word in new and
meaningful ways, we must be prepared to spend the time necessary to create the
environments for those encounters. Each lesson will require a good deal of
preparation time in advance of the meeting. The exciting part of this preparation
will be the time spent working with your youth discipleship team in anticipation
of what God will do in the hearts of students during and/or following each
session. Without this preparation Sumpherō will fail, because each session is
dependent on planned experiences.

A last word…
We hope you have a great year of discipleship. As you work through these materials, be
mindful that we are always looking for feedback and would love to hear from you. If
there is an instruction you don’t understand or any question at all, just email Andy at
aharrison@bgco.org. And a big thanks for your church’s gifts to the Cooperative
Program. They make this all possible.

